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Abstract. We propose a simple method to fabricate graphene saturable
absorber (GSA) through drop casting the graphene dispersion prepared
by liquid-phase exfoliation of graphite onto quartz plate and realize the
passively mode-locked of an Erbium-doped fiber laser by this saturable
absorber (SA). In contrast with previous GSAs, due to the incorporation
of additional free space alignment from the SA component, we are able
to deliberately control the laser radiation spot size and location
on GSA, leading to flexibility in mode-locked performance. Finally, we
can obtain stable soliton pulse emission with central wavelength at
1564.42 nm, 3 dB bandwidth of 1.02 nm, and pulse duration of
2.89 ps, and also note that soliton parameters (pulse energy, central wave-
length, and pulse duration) sensitively depend on the position of GSA,
which could be traced back to nonuniformity of saturable absorption
from the nonhomogeneous morphology of the as-prepared graphene
sample. © 2012 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE). [DOI: 10
.1117/1.OE.51.8.084203]
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1 Introduction
Passively mode-locked fiber lasers have attracted much
attention because of their potential as compact and stable
ultrashort pulse sources. Over the last two decades, the
semiconductor saturable absorber mirror (SESAM) has been
developed as a standard mode-locker for ultrafast mode-
locked lasers.1–4 Despite SESAMs have already led to
significant breakthrough in laser technology, for example,
few-cycle pulse generation based on broadband SESAMs,5

they are designed with intrinsically narrow operation band-
width and usually require complex fabrication and expensive
packaging. As an alternative, single-walled carbon nanotube
(SWCNT)-based saturable absorbers (SAs) have recently
been developed as mode-locked devices for bulk and fiber
lasers.6,7 However, saturable absorption bandwidth limitation
effect still exists for SWCNT SA because its absorption range
is determined by the diameters and chiralities of SWCNTs.8–11

Graphene, a single two-dimensional atomic layer of
carbon atom arranged in a hexagonal lattice,12–14 has been
developed as the next generation SA after the first report
on graphene mode-locked fiber laser by Bao et al.15 Gra-
phene saturable absorber (GSA) possesses many advantages,
such as large modulation depth, low saturable absorption
threshold, high damage threshold, and wavelength indepen-
dent saturable absorption.16–18 In the compatibility between
GSA and optical fiber laser cavity geometry, several trans-
mission types of GSA have been demonstrated, such as
optical deposition onto the fiber ferrule,19,20 transferring the

chemical vapor deposition (CVD) graphene onto the fiber
pigtail end-facet,15,21 and sandwiching graphene-polymer
nano-composites on the optical fibers.22,23 Among all these
contributions, graphene is attached onto the interface of opti-
cal fibers with an inevitable drawback. Once the incident
strong laser damages the sample area where the optical fiber
tip touches with graphene sample, then the whole GSA
will be incapable of operating normally. To avoid this dis-
advantage and enhance the functionality of GSA, a position-
adjustable transmission type of GSA is developed as a free
space coupled component. Then, the GSA is placed between
two collimated lenses and therefore by changing the spatial
location of the SA, we are able to adjust the laser spot size
and location on the SA. This method allows researchers to
tune the mode-locked performance more flexibly.

Herein, we prepare the graphene by liquid-phase exfolia-
tion method and drop casting the graphene dispersion onto
a quartz plate, and then insert the as-obtained GSA into a
fiber bench. By adjusting the polarization controller, stable
soliton emission with central wavelength at 1564.42 nm, a
3 dB bandwidth of 1.02 nm, pulse duration about 2.89 ps
can be realized. We note that stable soliton pulse train can
exist provided that we adjust GSA horizontally or vertically
within 0.1 mm. However, soliton pulse parameters will
change obviously if the GSA is shifted larger than 0.1 mm
and within 1 mm.

2 Preparation of Graphene Saturable Absorber
Microcrystalline graphite powders are purchased from
Kermel Chemical Reagent Co. Ltd., (Tianjin, China). Poly-
vinyl pyrrolidone (PVP) is provided by Sigma Aldrich0091-3286/2012/$25.00 © 2012 SPIE
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(SigmaUltra 99%), and is dissolved in solvent at a concen-
tration of 0.1 mg∕mL. The solvents (analytical grade) are
commercially available from China Medicine Group,
Shanghai Chemical Reagent Company (Shanghai, China),
and used without further purification. Graphene is prepared
by adding graphite in an initial concentration of 5 mg∕mL to
100 mL PVP solution (0.1 mg∕mL). Ultrasonication is
carried out in a table-top ultrasonic cleaner for 10 h. Gravity
sedimentation is standing for more than 10 days after soni-
cation, and then stable graphene dispersion up to 6 months
is obtained. The graphene is then diluted by dimethyl-
formamide (DMF) and then drop cast on a quartz plate with
a diameter of 25 mm and a thickness of 1 mm, respectively,
as shown in the inset of Fig. 1. After that, we dry out the
sample for one day in a loft drier with humidity of 16%.
The Raman spectrum of the graphene shows two peaks
at 1332 and 1580 cm−1, respectively. The G band peak at
1580 cm−1 corresponds to an E2g mode of graphite and is
related to the in-plane vibration of sp2-bonded carbon
atoms, while the D band peak at 1332 cm−1 is associated
with vibrations of carbon atoms with sp3 electronic config-
uration of disordered graphite.24 The intensity ratio of the
D and G bands (ID∕IG) is 0.5, which indicates the high
quality of the graphene sample.

3 Experiment Setup
Figure 2 shows the experimental setup of the fiber laser. The
total cavity length is about 170 m, which consists of a piece
of 1.1 m highly-doped erbium-doped fiber (EDF, LIEKKI

Er80-8/125), with a group velocity dispersion (GVD) of
−20 ps2∕km and a total length of 169 m single mode fiber
(SMF) with GVD of −23 ps2∕km.

A 10% fiber coupler is employed for the output of signal,
and the laser is pumped by a laser diode (LD) source
(ALD98-500-B-FA) of wavelength 975 nm with maximum
pump power up to 500 mW. A polarization independent
isolator (PII) is used to force the unidirectional operation
of the ring cavity, and a polarization controller (PC) is
used to adjust the polarization state of circulating light
and the cavity birefringence. A pigtailed fiber bench spacing
of 7 cm with insertion loss of 0.31 dB is spliced in the cavity.
GSA is fixed on a precision XYZ translation stage, and then
we are able to insert the GSA into the laser cavity by
horizontally or vertically moving the GSA. An optical spec-
trum analyzer (Ando AQ-6317B) with spectral resolution
of 0.015 nm and a 500 MHz oscilloscope (Tektronix
TDS3054B) combined with a 500 MHz photodetector are
employed to simultaneously monitor the laser spectra and
output pulse train, respectively. Moreover, the pulse duration
is measured by a commercial second harmonic generation
autocorrelator.

4 Experimental Results and Discussions
Before performing the passively mode-locked experiments,
we deliberately shifted the position of GSA so that the beam
did not pass through the GSA and the correspondingly oper-
ating characteristic of the fiber laser without GSA could be
tested. In this fiber laser cavity, mode-locked is lost and only
continuous wave emission is obtained. In the following, we
move the GSA so that laser beam can pass through the GSA
and the mode-locked pulse can be generated by adjusting PC
slightly when the pump power is increased up to 130.3 mW.
At this place, the size of light spot on the GSA that we have
measured with a high resolution Charge-coupled device
(CCD) is 220 μm.

Figure 3 summarizes the characteristics of typical soliton
pulses emitted from the mode-locked fiber laser. Figure 3(a)
shows a typical stable pulse-train with a repetition rate of
1.216 MHz that matches with the cavity roundtrip time deter-
mined by the experimental cavity length and indicates that
the fiber ring laser operates in passively mode-locked state.
Figure 3(b) shows the corresponding optical spectra of the
mode-locked pulse-train; it has a broad spectral bandwidth
with obvious Kelly spectral sidebands, which indicates
that the fiber laser operates at soliton regime. As it can be
seen in Fig. 3(b), the central wavelength of the spectra is
1564.42 nm, which is in the L-band of optical communica-
tion windows and the gain-bandwidth of EDF, the 3 dB
bandwidth of the spectra is 1.02 nm. Correspondingly, the
measured autocorrelation (AC) trace, showing in Fig. 3(c),
is well fitted by hyperbolic secant function with 4.46 ps
full width at half maximum (FWHM), indicating that the
real pulse width is 2.89 ps obtained by multiplying the AC
trace width with the de-correlation factor, which is 0.648 for
hyperbolic secant pulse shape. The time-bandwidth product
is 0.36, indicating that the obtained soliton pulse is slightly
chirped. Figure 3(d) shows the relation between pump power
and output power, and we find that the energy conversion of
the fiber laser is about 1.6%, which can be further optimized
by carefully improving the fiber laser cavity.

Fig. 1 Raman spectrum of the graphene sample; the inset shows the
quartz plate with graphene.

Fig. 2 Schematic of the GSA mode-locked fiber ring laser: wave-
length division multiplexer (WDM), erbium-doped fiber (EDF),
polarization controller (PC), isolator (ISO), single mode fiber (SMF)
and graphene saturable absorber (GSA).
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Once the pump power increased slightly beyond the
mode-locked threshold, multiple soliton state can be also
formed. However, the pulse train becomes unstable, as
shown in Fig. 4. In the meanwhile, the spectrum shows
obvious Kelly sidebands. At this stage, we are unable to
clearly identify the fine structure of the multiple soliton
state due to the resolution limitation of our oscilloscope
and the photo-detector.

To investigate the influence of GSA position on the mode-
locked pulse, we adjust the precision XYZ translation stage
to change the position of the GSA with fixed pump power
at 113 mW and PC state. If we only adjust the stage slowly
in a scale of 0.1 mm in the horizontal or vertical position
of GSA, stable soliton emission can also be observed. As
shown in Fig. 5, the spectra (at different positions of A
and B) show similar profile with central wavelength slightly

Fig. 3 Typical soliton characteristics of the fiber laser: (a) typical output pulse train; (b) output spectrum centered at 1564.42 nm; (c) corresponding
autocorrelation trace and its hyperbolic secant function fitting curve; and (d) output power as a function of pump power and its linear fitting curve.

Fig. 4 Typical multiple soliton pulse train when the pump power is
147 mW.

Fig. 5 Optical spectra measured at different positions of GSA within
0.1 mm difference.
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shifted about 0.03 nm. Furthermore, no obvious variations in
pulse train and pulse duration are identified.

If GSA is finely adjusted larger than 0.1 mm and within
1 mm range, we can observe that the soliton parameters,
including central wavelength, 3 dB spectral bandwidth,
Kelly sideband position, the spectral peak power, and pulse
duration change obviously compared to the case of small-
scale adjustment. Figure 6 shows two typical soliton emis-
sions at two different positions, in which position B is shown
in Fig. 3. At position A, the central wavelength and 3 dB
spectral bandwidth is 1564.3 nm and 1.05 nm, respectively,
[Fig. 6(a)]. Moreover, the spectral peak power decreases
from −14.045 dBm to −14.365 dBm. The position of Kelly
sidebands also changes obviously. The corresponding pulse
duration is 2.7 ps assumed as the fitting of hyperbolic secant
pulse shape [Fig. 6(b)]. These can be explained as follows.
Due to the nonhomongenous morphology in graphene
sample, GSA will have varied saturable absorption property
from position to position, and therefore it can induce the
change of laser mode locking performance. In the mean-
while, the pump power and the PC are kept unchanged
during the position adjustment process, and we therefore
reasonably conclude that the cavity laser performance relates
to the GSA.

5 Conclusions
We have proposed a passively mode-locked Er-doped fiber
laser with a position adjustable GSA. The prepared GSA,
just by dropping cast the graphene solution onto a quartz
plate, is inserted into a 7 cm fiber bench. Stable soliton emis-
sion with center wavelength at 1564.42 nm, 3 dB bandwidth
of 1.02 nm, and pulse duration of 2.89 ps is obtained. We
also investigate the impact of GSA position on the mode-
locked performance, and note that under different GSA posi-
tions, cavity output performance will change. By carefully
designing the GSA on quartz plate with different thickness
or chemical modification, it is expected that we can obtain
either Q-switching or mode-locked pulse by controlling the
position of GSA in the same fiber laser cavity.
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